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Theft Of The Shroud By frances w pritchett columbia university, by premchand translated from the urdu and hindi by
frances w pritchett * * at the door of the hut father and son sat silently.

There have been only four expositions of the shroud in the 20th century. It last went on display in The
Shroud, a piece of herringbone twilled linen cloth measuring The Vatican, which now owns it, is not sure
about its authenticity but regards it as a powerful aid to faith. On its first day on display, about 9, youths will
visit the shroud for prayers led by the Archbishop of Turin who is also custodian of the shroud, Monsignor
Severino Poletto. The next day Poletto will preside over a Mass celebrated with other bishops from the region,
and more young Catholics will visit through the day. The young Catholics will largely comprise delegates and
visitors for the World Youth Day ceremonies in Rome. The shroud will go on display for the general public on
Aug. So far, , people from all over the world have reserved tickets to see it. The number of people visiting this
year is expected to exceed the 2. Imprint of a Man Crucified Bearing the faint imprint of a man and the
apparent signs of wound marks that correspond to those Christ sustained during his crucifixion, the shroud has
been the focus of a great deal of debate over the centuries. It has however, never officially been a relic for the
Catholic Church. On that visit, he said no one can explain the shroud for now and that its authenticity was for
scientists to decide. That was when a French nobleman, Geoffrey de Charny or Charney , wrote to Pope
Clement VI telling him he intended to build a church in the small French town Lirey and to display the shroud
there. But the first public display came around In , de Charney died fighting the English at the Battle of
Poitiers. The local Bishop of Troyes, Henry of Poitiers, who did not look kindly upon the growing popularity
of the relic, ordered the shroud to be destroyed. De Vergy hastily reclaimed and hid it. When the Bishop died,
it went on display again. Clemens wrote back sharply, ordering the bishop to keep silent on the shroud on
penalty of excommunication. The Savoy family carted the shroud around in their luggage for the next century,
until it was given a permanent home in the Sainte Chapelle in Chambery. Fatal Fires On Dec. By the time he
retrieved it though, the silver casket was melted beyond repair â€” but the shroud inside was intact except for
some scorching and a hole burnt by a drop of molten silver. Poor Clare nuns from France restored it. John the
Baptist in Turin, where it has been almost ever since. For years, a succession of popes and anti-popes insisted
that references to the shroud be accompanied by the proviso that it was not considered to be authentic. As
centuries passed, this was allowed to slip. In , the then-young state of Italy decided to celebrate the 50th
anniversary of its creation by putting the shroud on display. An amateur photographer, Secondo Pia, was
allowed to photograph it for the first time. The 20th century brought its own share of perils. By the time it
returned, the monarchy had fallen and the Royal Palace, of which the Chapel is part, was state property.
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Get to know the writer: What is your screenplay about? I have it come to Washington for an exhibit a man
who runs the Shroud website told me that would never happen. What genres does your screenplay fall under?
Why should this screenplay be made into a movie? How would you describe this script in two words? What
movie have you seen the most times in your life? A Man for All Seasons. How long have you been working
on this screenplay? When I worked on the screenplay, it took me about four months to complete it.
Sometimes, if the story is good and the situations favorable, I can burp a screenplay out quickly. How many
stories have you written? With screenplays, I have two other screenplays written in draft. Both could be
finished and refined quickly. I actually have four screenplays total for my Shroud team. What is your favorite
song? Or, what song have you listened to the most times in your life? What obstacles did you face to finish
this screenplay? The major one was getting my word processor on my second-hand computer to work. Apart
from writing, what else are you passionate about? You entered your screenplay via FilmFreeway. What has
been your experiences working with the submission platform site? The platform is an excellent, user-friendly
clearinghouse for contests. What influenced you to enter the festival? What were your feelings on the initial
feedback you received? I knew my script out be a good fit.
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century is well recorded the existence of a miniature by giulio clovio, which.

Wesley tells them everything just went very wrong. Before this, Wesley stopped by the hotel and talked with
Cordelia. Since Angel is on a case with Gunn, Cordelia and Wesley go to a movie premiere. Lester is
supposed to be a driver for a demonic robbery but he wants nothing to do with it. A vampire Angel knows by
reputation, Jay-Don, is being brought in to help. Angel returns to the hotel and finds Kate in his room. She
wants information on Darla and despite the cross she carries, Angel is not threatened and warns her to back off
before she is killed. Angel meets Jay-Don at the bus station and kills him, taking over the un-life of the
exuberant vampire. A demon named Menlow meets with the vampire he thinks is Jay-Don and takes him to
the others. Another demon, Vyasa, a human security guard, Bob, and Gunn pretending to be his cousin
complete the team. Cordelia researches museums to find which one may be the location of the robbery,
learning the Los Angeles natural history temporarily contains the Shroud of Rahmon - a mystical object that
causes people around it to go insane. Wesley and Cordelia enter the building and are immediately affected as
well. The demons, humans and vampires slowly carry the tomb on a path out of the building, becoming
violent towards each other. Vyasa kills Bob by ripping off his head. Wesley encounters Kate at the building
and has trouble keeping focused on his mission to help Angel. Wesley confronts Angel and tries to warn him
about the shroud. Kate finds Angel and the others and pulls a gun on them. Angel confronts her, knocks her
gun out of the way and bites her. Gunn and Angel play tug of war with the shroud until Angel convinces Gunn
to let go. After dousing the shroud in alcohol, Angel sets it aflame. In the interrogation room, the detectives
are convinced that Wesley is the killer. She remembers that Angel did bite her briefly, but told her to stay
down or be killed. Angel sits in his room, his thoughts focused on biting Kate.
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The history of the shroud from the middle of the 16th century is well recorded. The existence of a miniature by Giulio
Clovio, which gives a good representation of what was seen upon the shroud about the year , confirms that the shroud
housed in Turin today is the same one as in the middle of the 16th century. [42].

You, the players, will complete it. As each player chooses their path, bestselling indie author Moira Katson
will craft a living story that reflects the choices and allegiances of the player base. Factions will rise and fall,
alliances will be madeâ€¦and destroyed. As the enemy grows closer to their aim, players must work to discover
their plansâ€”and thwart them, with what little they have left. Choose your allies wisely, for someone in this
city has called destruction down on it. Enter the world of Iskendrunâ€¦ As the city teeters on the brink of civil
war, a new enemy has dropped a magical shroud around the city, sealing the inhabitants inside as it stalks the
streets, sending creatures of shadow and night to drag the citizens into another world. But to triumph over this
darkness, you need alliesâ€¦and any ally you court will gain you bitter enemies as the city searches for the dark
magician and their allies. After all, who has summoned this enemy to the city? Who stands to benefit as
Iskendrun falls? We have funded development of the game ourselves until this point and just need this last bit
to help us make it over the final hurdle. Anything extra will go to other areas of art production that we were
planning to cover outside of Kickstarter. This means we get to release the game to you sooner! City of the
Shroud is already Greenlit and ready for distribution on Steam - once we finish the game, of course. A
super-limited amigurumi of the Mage? Made by our dear friend The Yarn Mouse. Our story engine is online,
our battle system is solid, and online multiplayer is functioning. That will save a lot of time! As a team, we
come from different backgrounds - Keaton spent 4 years at Capcom Japan as a Production Manager on titles
like Deep Down and Dead Rising 3, while Moira has self-published numerous novels and short stories and has
hit 1 on the Amazon download charts on 3 separate occasions. Risks and challenges As with pretty much all
indie titles, the two biggest risks we face are budget and schedule. For any unexpected budget issues, we plan
to address them as we have up until this point: As for schedule, there is always the chance that something
takes longer than planned - a contractor suddenly becomes unavailable, a core feature needs more polish, and
so on. Questions about this project?
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The Shroud Was the Resurrection: The Body Theft, the Shroud in the Tomb, and the Image that Inspired a Myth [John
Loken] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. This book, written by an agnostic, builds
upon four reasonable assumptions: that the Shroud of Turin is the authentic burial shroud of Jesus; that his image on it
formed by.

The oblong cloth shown here is unusual for depictions of the image, leading some to suggest that the artist was
influenced by seeing the Shroud. The Gospels of Matthew In other Greek usage the word "sindon" refers to a
wrapping such as a toga Mark The Image of Edessa was reported to contain the image of the face of Jesus,
and its existence is reported since the sixth century. Some have suggested a connection between the Shroud of
Turin and the Image of Edessa. It was said to be an image transferred by Jesus to the cloth in life. This image
is generally described as depicting only the face of Jesus, not the entire body. Proponents of the theory that the
Edessa image was actually the shroud, led by Ian Wilson , theorize that it was always folded in such a way as
to show only the face, as recorded in the apocryphical Acts of Thaddeus from around that time, which say it
was tradiplon- folded into 4 pieces. Three principal pieces of evidence are cited in favor of the identification
with the shroud. Saint John of Damascus mentions the image in his anti- iconoclastic work On Holy Images,
[18] describing the Edessa image as being a "strip", or oblong cloth, rather than a square, as other accounts of
the Edessa cloth hold. However, in his description, St. In several articles, Daniel Scavone , professor Emeritus
of history at the University of southern Indiana, puts forward a hypothesis which identifies the Shroud of
Turin as the real object that inspires the romances of the Holy Grail. Among the reasons are too big
differences in the historical descriptions of the Image of Edessa compared to the shroud. On the occasion of
the transfer of the cloth to Constantinople in , Gregory Referendarius, archdeacon of Hagia Sophia in
Constantinople, preached a sermon about the artifact. This sermon had been lost but was rediscovered in the
Vatican Archives and translated by Mark Guscin [22] in This sermon says that this Edessa cloth contained not
only the face, but a full-length image, which was believed to be of Jesus. The sermon also mentions
bloodstains from a wound in the side. Other documents have since been found in the Vatican library and the
University of Leiden , Netherlands, confirming this impression. Also, the weave of the cloth in the lower panel
suggests to them the unusual weave of the shroud. Critics point out that there is no evidence that the rectangle
is a shroud rather than a tombstone, that the holes are not just decorative elements, and that there is no image
on the alleged shroud. An illustration of what appears to some to be the Shroud of Turin complete with the
distinctive "L-shaped" burn marks and what is interpreted by some to be fishbone weave is depicted in Codex
Pray , an Illuminated manuscript written in Budapest, Hungary between and It was written between and 65
years before the earliest carbon date in the tests. One of its illustrations shows preparations for the burial of
Christ. The picture supposedly includes a burial cloth in the post-resurrection scene. According to proponents,
it has the same herringbone weave as the Shroud, plus four holes near one of the edges. The holes form an "L"
shape. Proponents claim this odd pattern of holes is the same as the ones found on the Shroud of Turin. They
are burn holes, perhaps from a hot poker or incense embers. Rinaldi also points out that the alleged shroud in
the Pray codex does not contain any image. In , a knight named Robert de Clari who participated in the Fourth
Crusade that captured Constantinople, claims the cloth was among the countless relics in the city: And none
knows - neither Greek nor Frank - what became of that shroud when the city was taken. Thus the original
French could equally well be translated as the cloth was raised upright. Robert had actually seen or heard of
the sudarium, the handkerchief of Saint Veronica which also purportedly contained the image of Jesus , and
confused it with the grave cloth sindon. From the document, dated 1 August in Rome: We know that the
sacred objects are preserved by their predators in Venice, in France, and in other places, the sacred linen in
Athens. Some authors suggest that the shroud was captured by the knight Otto de la Roche who became Duke
of Athens , sometimes adding that he soon relinquished it to the Knights Templar. It was subsequently taken to
France, where the first known keeper of the Turin Shroud had links both to the Templars as well the
descendants of Otto. Some speculate that the shroud could have been a major part of the famed "Templar
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treasure" that treasure hunters still seek today. The association with the Templars seems to be based on a
coincidence of family names; the Templars were a celibate order and so unlikely to have children after
entering the Order. This study is indispensable for its many illustrations that show features of the Shroud
images now lost. The pilgrim medallion of Lirey Drawing by Arthur Forgeais, The 14th century attribution of
the origin of the shroud refers to a shroud in Lirey, France dating to It is related that the widow of the French
knight Geoffroi de Charny had it displayed in a church at Lirey, France diocese of Troyes. According to the
Catholic Encyclopedia: On 20 June , Geoffroy de Charny, Lord of Savoisy and Lirey, founded at Lirey in
honour of the Annunciation a collegiate church with six canonries, and in this church he exposed for
veneration the Holy Winding Sheet. Opposition arose on the part of the Bishop of Troyes, who declared after
due inquiry that the relic was nothing but a painting, and opposed its exposition. Clement VI by four Bulls, 6
Jan. Margaret, widow of Humbert, never returned it but gave it in to the Duke of Savoy. The requests of the
canons of Lirey were unavailing, and the Lirey Winding Sheet is the same that is now exposed and honoured
at Turin. During the fourteenth century, the shroud was often publicly exposed, though not continuously,
because the bishop of Troyes , Henri de Poitiers , had prohibited veneration of the image. Thirty-two years
after this pronouncement, the image was displayed again, and King Charles VI of France ordered its removal
to Troyes, citing the impropriety of the image. The sheriffs were unable to carry out the order. The letter
provides an accurate description of the cloth: It was later moved to Saint-Hippolyte-sur-Doubs. The widow
sold the shroud in exchange for a castle in Varambon, France in A description of the cloth by two sacristans
of the Sainte-Chapelle from around this time noted that it was stored in a reliquary: He then stated that "either
St. John is a liar," or else anyone who promotes such a shroud is "convicted of falsehood and deceit".
Conservation of the Shroud of Turin In his painting of the shroud in a Descent from the cross scene, Giulio
Clovio made one slight error and showed the right hand crossed over the left, c. The existence of a miniature
by Giulio Clovio , which gives a good representation of what was seen upon the shroud about the year ,
confirms that the shroud housed in Turin today is the same one as in the middle of the 16th century. A drop of
molten silver from the reliquary produced a symmetrically placed mark through the layers of the folded cloth.
Poor Clare Nuns attempted to repair this damage with patches. Some have suggested that there was also water
damage from the extinguishing of the fire. However, there is some evidence that the watermarks were made by
condensation in the bottom of a burial jar in which the folded shroud may have been kept at some point. In ,
the shroud arrived again at its current location in Turin. It was the property of the House of Savoy until , when
it was given to the Holy See , the rule of the House of Savoy having ended in In , the Holy See agreed to a
radiocarbon dating of the relic , for which a small piece from a corner of the shroud was removed, divided, and
sent to laboratories. More on the testing is seen below. Another fire, possibly caused by arson , threatened the
shroud on 11 April , but fireman Mario Trematore was able to remove it from its heavily protected display
case and prevent further damage. In , the Holy See had the shroud restored. The cloth backing and thirty
patches were removed. This made it possible to photograph and scan the reverse side of the cloth, which had
been hidden from view. Using sophisticated mathematical and optical techniques, a ghostly part-image of the
body was found on the back of the shroud in Italian scientists had exposed the faint imprint of the face and
hands of the figure. Another exhibition is scheduled for Detailed comments on this operation were published
by various Shroud researchers. She describes the operation and the reasons it was believed necessary. He
rejects the reasons provided by Flury-Lemberg and describes in detail what he calls "a disaster for the
scientific study of the relic". Christian iconography[ edit ] Similarities between traditional icons of Jesus and
the image on the shroud have been suggested. Dale proposed that the Shroud was an icon created for liturgical
use, and suggested an 11th-century date based on art-historical grounds. The shroud in two dimensions
presents a three-dimensional image projected onto a planar two-dimensional surface, just as in a photograph or
painting. This perspective is consistent with both painting and with image formation using a bas relief. These
features are caused by dark vertical and horizontal bands that go across the eyes. Using enhancement software
Fast Fourier Transform filters , the effect of these bands can be minimized. The result is a more detailed image
of the shroud. He also argues that the dimensions and format of the weave are typical of a medieval treadle
loom. As it was unlikely that a forger would have deceived anyone with a single cloth with images on it,
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Freeman seeks an alternative function. He goes on to argue that the Shroud was a medieval prop used in Easter
ritual plays depicting the resurrection of Christ. As such it was deservedly an object of veneration from the
fourteenth century as it is still is today.
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Designed as a digital signage accessory for commercial installations, the Anti-Theft Shroud Cover Kit is an ideal solution
for public venues including stadiums, amusement parks, restaurants, hotels, colleges and resorts.

Plot[ edit ] Two detectives interrogate Wesley about an attempted murder. Wesley tells them everything just
went very wrong. Earlier, Wesley stops by the Hyperion and talks with Cordelia. Lester is supposed to be a
driver for a demonic robbery but he wants nothing to do with it. A vampire Angel knows by reputation,
Jay-Don, is being brought in to help. Angel returns to the hotel and finds Kate in his room. She wants
information on Darla and despite the cross she carries, Angel is not threatened and warns her to back off
before she is killed. Angel meets Jay-Don at the bus station and kills him, taking his place on the robbery. A
demon named Menlow meets with Angel, who he thinks is Jay-Don, and takes him to the others. Another
demon, Vyasa, and a human security guard, Bob, are already present, waiting for Lester. Jay-don - now Angel
- is there to get past sensors that detect changes in body heat. Angel, trying to get a chance to talk privately
with Gunn, picks a fight with him, but the others stop him before he can get outside. Cordelia researches
museums to find which one may be the location of the robbery, learning the Natural History Museum of Los
Angeles temporarily contains the Shroud of Rahmon, intended to prevent the insanity-creating Rahmon from
being resurrected. Instead, the shroud absorbed the power to make people around it insane. Meanwhile, the
thieves break into the museum. Angel tries to keep Gunn outside, but they others insist he come in. Wesley
and Cordelia enter the building and are immediately affected as well. The robbery group carries the
consecrated box with the enclosed shroud on a path out of the building, becoming more violent towards each
other. Vyasa kills Bob by ripping off his head. Wesley encounters Kate at the building and has trouble keeping
focused on his mission to help Angel. Wesley finds Angel and tries to warn him about the shroud. Kate finds
Angel and the others and pulls a gun on them. Angel knocks her gun out of the way and bites her neck, and
she falls to the ground, motionless. Gunn and Angel play tug of war with the shroud until Angel manages to
come to his senses enough to convince Gunn to let go. After taking the shroud outside and dousing it in
alcohol, Angel sets it aflame, stopping its effects. In the interrogation room, the detectives are convinced that
Wesley is the killer. She remembers that Angel did bite her briefly, but it was actually a ruse to prevent her
from being killed by the demons. Angel sits in his room, his thoughts focused on biting Kate.
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"The Shroud of Rahmon" is the eighth episode of the second season of Angel and the thirtieth episode overall. Written
by Jim Kouf and directed by David Grossman, it was originally broadcast on November 21, on the WB network.

First Century Burial Casts Doubt on Shroud of Turin Researchers said Wednesday for the first time they have
found what they believe to be pieces of a bu Tags Support Like this artice? Our Ministry relies on the
generosity of people like you. Every small donation helps us develop and publish great articles. Unfortunately,
soldier de Charny died in during the Hundred Years War, apparently leaving no record of how he came by the
cloth. His recently married second wife, Jeanne de Vergy, and later son Geoffrey II probably did know but
curiously did not divulge. However, for many readers of the first three parts, this exercise may seem
superfluous. Considering the pre textual and artistic evidence produced by Wilson and other researchers, and
the massive looting of Byzantine treasures now to be found in western museums, churches, and private
collections â€” of course the Shroud was among those spoils. De Charny and both his wives were descendants
of the western forces which looted the city or participated in its later Latin administration. However, the
Byzantine emperors had moved their residence to another site, the Blachernae Palace on the other side of the
city, late in the 12th century. It seems probable that the Shroud would have been moved there, too, especially
as this was the place where Robert de Clari made his famous observation of the figured sydoines in Piana
Some Greek documents during this time can be understood as recording a continued post presence of a shroud
in the city Crispino Could Geoffrey de Charny have obtained the Shroud from a French king? La sainct suaire
was removed from there after not many years and the modest structure rebuilt early in the 16th century. At that
time a manuscript was composed testifying that The members of the [Lirey] chapter assert that Geoffroy I,
after his liberation from the English, received the Shroud at Amiens from Philip VI â€¦. Additionally, a tablet
placed in the church added that Geoffroy, knight, Count of Charny and lord of this place Lirey â€¦ received
from King Philip as recompense for his valor, the Holy Shroud of Our Lord â€¦ with a generous portion of the
true cross and several other relics and sanctuariums, to be placed in the church which he hoped to build
Scavone Crispino has identified numerous errors in these documents Crispino But after Baudouin finally fled
Constantinople in and until his death about a decade later, he left no record of what happened to the full
shroud. How could the relic silently move from Baudouin in mid 13th century Constantinople to Philip VI in
mid 14th century Paris? Dubarle and Hilda Leynen. This assumes the Shroud had been folded tetradiplon back
into its mandylion frame by the Byzantines before the Latin forces completed their city conquest. Wilson
accepts that no text documenting the Shroud during these missing years is compelling. He therefore goes into
super-sleuth mode and reviews the 13th century cultural landscape for the most likely suspect Wilson Wilson
concludes that due to the length of time, a group rather than single individual must be responsible. They must
have been wealthy with no need to sell such a fabulous relic. They probably also had some kind of connection
to the new Latin rulers in Constantinople and later to Geoffrey de Charny, too. Wilson concluded that all these
criteria were met by one organization: Having a humble origin earlier in the 12th century, these warrior monks
were initially formed to protect pilgrims in the recently conquered Holy Lands. They answered directly to the
Pope and not to any local rulers. By the time of the Latin conquest of Constantinople they had grown large and
wealthy, eventually providing dependable banking services and engaging in numerous other profitable
enterprises. Could this vague description and other similar rumors be references to the Shroud, kept in great
secrecy and even not fully known to most rank and file members? But such practices suggested idolatry and
heresy to many outside the Order. And envious eyes were on the Templar wealth. Wilson believes that out of
the cataclysm suffered by the Templars early in the 14th century the Shroud stealthily made its way to
Geoffrey de Charny. Phillip owed large sums to the Templars and coveted their wealth. Wilson noticed that
the other Templar was none other than a knight named Geoffrey de Charny. Could Geoffrey the Templar have
been related to the later Geoffrey of Lirey, perhaps a great uncle? Geoffrey was among knights from across
France called to join. But the new Order was effectively destroyed at the September 19, Battle of Poitiers with
the English capture of John and death of many knights of the Order, including Geoffrey. Daniel Scavone
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Scavone Othon, a high ranking 4th Crusade lord, supposedly took the Shroud to Greek lands granted him by
the Crusade leaders. John Long At this point a brief word about Shroud documentary sources during the 13th
and early 14th centuries is in order. Frequently they are tenuous. Some of the earlier sources they cited are not
to be found today. Fires in churches and monasteries as well as the deliberate destruction of older records by
French revolutionaries have made it difficult for modern historians to verify these older authors. For example,
Charnage and others named sources for a manuscript in a Spanish library stating a certain Jerome Turrita, an
Aragon nobleman, was present when Fourth Crusade leaders awarded Othon de la Roche the Byzantine
shroud Scavone Such a source would, of course, be of paramount importance, but the original documents are
not extant, prompting modern researchers to be cautious in using these earlier claims. In late Medieval France
the Shroud of Turin makes its first certain appearance in the little village of Lirey outside the city of Troyes
left arrow. There information from Chifflet informs that it was used in Easter and Ascension rituals before the
middle of that century Scavone In a fire burned down nearly all of St. Stephens supposedly destroying church
records and whatever shroud may have been there. Was it just a coincidence that Jeanne happened to be none
other than a 5th generation descendant of Othon de la Roche? The documentary vein is very thin and scholars
like Dorthy Crispino note that surviving records show no shroud in possession of either the church or bishop.
She believes that if there were a shroud, it was a small, unfigured stage prop used in Easter ceremonies
Crispino Among contemporary family heirlooms are relics e. Some scholars have suggested that Jeanne,
using the St. Jeanne may have offered it to the French king who then gifted it to Geoffrey, perhaps as a
wedding present Scavone This small lead medallion was made to celebrate pilgrim visitation to Shroud
expositions in Lirey, France in the midth century. It depicts two clerics their heads are missing holding up,
with crossed arms, the Shroud. Of particular interest, not only Geoffrey de Charny first certain owner of
Shroud but his new wife, Jeanne de Vergy, have their family coat of arms shown lower left and right. Courtesy
Dan Porter at off-site link: However, there are fatal problems with its claims. More importantly, where did the
bishop obtain his information about Henri de Poitiers and the painter who supposedly produced the relic? If
anyone at this time was charging fraud, it was unlikely to be in the next year either, as in June of twelve
bishops granted indulgences to pilgrims visiting the church. Right are four typical painted copies made of the
Shroud in the 16th and 17th centuries. Modern duplicators are more successful at imitating the images, but
still fail to capture all its physical and chemical subtleties. Pictures courtesy of Shroud Spectrum International
12, pp. Three additional lines of inquiry argue against it. Second and more decisively, what does modern
scientific inquiry say about the Shroud being a painting? In a team of more than thirty mostly American
scientists, the Shroud of Turin Research Project STURP , spent about hours pulling various technical data
from the Shroud and then devoted years to its analyses. In October, they met the press and announced, with
only one dissenting voice, No pigments, paints, dyes or stains [could be found and that both physics and
chemistry tests] preclude the possibility of paint being used as a method for creating the image â€¦ We can
conclude for now that the Shroud image is that of a real human form of a scourged, crucified man. It is not the
product of an artist Schwortz online at http: STURP published their findings in a variety of professional
scientific journals see Schwortz at http: Stephens about ; later it became famous throughout France until it was
destroyed during the French Revolution. Did the faint appearance of flower patterns seen on the Shroud while
kept in Constantinople â€” get passed on quietly in later artistic traditions? Few records documenting their
shroud were passed on to later Orthodox generations. But Byzantine art from the 11th century made it clear
that in the Great City there was an object very similar to our Shroud of Turin, and this image was passed on in
their artistic traditions. Their epitaphios, a burial shroud representation used in Easter liturgies, depicts a dead
Christ figure and has impressed researchers as a probable derivative of the Turin Shroud Wilson The earliest
surviving examples dating from the 14th and 15th centuries always featured a near nude body stretched out
over a long cloth, and sometimes hands crossed over the waist, missing thumbs, and distinctive herringbone
weaves, although these latter characteristics diminished through time. Occasionally one intriguing feature was
flower-like patterns surrounding the body. In point of fact, Eastern Orthodox traditions dating back to the
Middle Ages include scattering flower petals on the epitaphios during Good Friday services. Could floral
patterns seen on the Shroud while in Constantinople have contributed to these representations on later
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epitaphioi? On the right is a drawing of the flower Chrysanthemum coronarium, and on the left is a picture of
the same flower produced by physicist Oswald Scheuermann using high voltage discharges. In the middle is
the faint pattern of this flower as found on the Shroud, the first one to be noticed by Dr. Whanger believed he
could confirm the presence of two 1st century coins over the eyes. About that time the Whangers obtained
professional, life-sized Shroud enlargements made from second generation prints well regarded for their detail
Whanger These specialized photos paid special attention to faint images around the body and were used for
in-depth searches for other possible objects. The Whangers have documented their surprising finds in
numerous papers, their book The Shroud of Turin: These include hundreds of flowering plants, 28 of which
they believe they could identify. Danin has outlined portions of the plant Zygophylum dumosum, which he
could identify while standing only a few inches from the Shroud. A drawing from a book on Palestinian flora
is shown on the right. This plant grows only in the greater Jerusalem area, West Jordan, and the Sinai.
However, in fairness to the Whangers they have invested an enormous effort in their researches; their
Polarized Image Overlay technique and enlarged, enhanced photographs give them an advantage in making
these kinds of identifications. But Shroud studies during the last hundred years have gone from one amazing
discovery to another and it may be seriously erroneous to completely discount any newly identified
phenomenon. This picture above shows the anatomic right side of the Shroud image with a drawing overlay of
thorn flowers, principally Gundelia tournaforti, placed on the shoulder. Although these researchers use
specially enhanced Shroud pictures, some imprints can be seen on ordinary, high quality picture close-ups.
Interested in flowering plants from an early age, his M. Since then he has authored or co-authored hundreds of
articles and booklets, and seven books beginning in with Flowers of Jerusalem Danin In his book Botany of
the Shroud he recalls One day in September of the Whangers visited my home in Jerusalem and showed me
some of the photographs of the Shroud they had, asking me if I saw images of flowers.
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8: City of the Shroud by Abyssal Arts â€” Kickstarter
The Devils Shroud is rumoured to be what the first Pirate Legend, The Pirate Lord crossed to enter the world of Sea of
Thieves. The Devils Shroud is known to have once covered The Ancient Isles but for some reason cleared up leaving
The Ancient Isles being hospitable to life.

Latest Developments on the Shroud of Turin: Excerpt The results of the radiocarbon dating were shocking to
many Shroud watchers First Century Burial Casts Doubt on Shroud of Turin Researchers said Wednesday for
the first time they have found what they believe to be pieces of a bu Tags Support Like this artice? Our
Ministry relies on the generosity of people like you. Every small donation helps us develop and publish great
articles. He has a 30 year interest in the Shroud and is past president of the Holy Shroud Task Force, a
professional group devoted to research and education on the Shroud of Turin. However, those who had
followed closely Shroud research in the 20th century realized there were too many reasons from science,
history, art history and medicine to accept those results at face value. Especially strange was the wide
divergence of dates for Shroud samples among the labs each lab ran numerous tests on the sample they
received , so wide that the results could not pass a standard statistical analysis called the Chi Square test
Marino and Benford, Such an inordinate spread did not occur among the other three cloths tested as controls.
Something was not right, but what? Marino went on to collect a world-class library on the subject and publish
the newsletter Shroud Sources, and is an example of how an informed, persistent layman can make a major
contribution. Skeptical as many were of the C results, Marino and co-researcher M. Sue Benford noticed how
some experts had warned that the area selected for the C sample showed signs of textile repair. The scientist
who actually cut the 8 square centimeter sample remarked that he had to remove 1 cm of material from it due
to fibers of an origin different from the Shroud Marino and Benford, Alan Adler produced a peer reviewed
paper in demonstrating that the area adjacent to the C sample had significantly different chemical
characteristics from the rest of the cloth Adler, He also complained in an earlier interview: You have no way
of knowing if the area you took the C sample from represents the whole cloth. Benford and Marino decided to
test. From pictures of the C samples they found differences in thread size and weave patterns. Finally, they
identified a seam running through the sample apparently dividing the original Shroud material from what they
believed to be a 16th century patch. Ray Rogers was a renowned chemist and former STURP scientist who
had made major contributions to understanding the images on the Shroud. Just before he died in March, these
findings were reported in a scientific paper, which also disclosed one more major revelation. Nowhere on the
main part of Shroud could he detect vanillin, a compound in linen which slowly dissipates over great periods
of time. Calculating the likely loss rate of vanillin suggested to him that the Shroud actually was somewhere
between and years old Rogers, Some complained that the textile specialists present at the sample cutting
would have recognized a patch. One radiocarbon expert also claimed that the percentages of patch and original
Shroud would have produced a date of AD and not the 13th century date Benford and Marino claimed. In a
paper they answered their critics with evidence from other knowledgeable authorities Benford and Marino, a.
When in textile expert M. Flury-Lemberg continued to insist that such reweaving did not exist and that the
patch would be recognizable on the reverse side, Benford and Marino produced a fourth paper. In it they
quoted the owner of a textile repair business, Mr. William Meacham is a professional archaeologist who has
followed Shroud research since and was involved in some of the planning for the radiocarbon tests. In his new
book, The Rape of the Turin Shroud, he concludes: He and Rogers used it as part of a request made to Shroud
custodian Cardinal Poletto for a new C test. However, he still has serious reservations. Meacham agrees in this
instance with Flury-Lemberg that any patched area ought to have been identified by trained textile specialists.
His own historical research on Shroud repairs turned up two 19th century books documenting the work of the
Venerable Sebastiano Valfre â€” , known to have made repairs on the cloth. This is a fair description of the
area where the C sample was taken. Presently a committee working for the Catholic Church has finished a
five-year review of various proposals for more Shroud testing. Recommendations will go to the Vatican and,
at some unspecified date, new tests not necessarily C will be conducted. The booklet admitted that if the C
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sample came from such a mended area, the results would be invalid Benford and Marino, The force of the
patch theory appears strong and continues to attract support. Recommended Resources for Further Study.
9: History of the Shroud of Turin - Wikipedia
Whether the Shroud really has something to do with Jesus is a question that was first raised in when a linen cloth
claiming to be the burial shroud of Jesus was exhibited in France. The cloth is long and rectangular (14 ft 5 in Ã— 3 ft 7
in) and bears a faint, brownish image of a front-and-back view of a naked man with his hands folded.
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